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 Mechanic Geniuses and Duckies Redux:
 Nail Makers and Their Machines

 MAUREEN K. PHILLIPS

 In the late eighteenth and early

 nineteenth centuries, inventive

 nail makers plied their trade amid

 the rough-and-tumble intrigue of

 an emerging high-stakes industry.

 S ,Z7 -::

 Fli

 Fig. 1. Jacob Perkins. From Perley, "The
 Manufacture of Nails in Essex County,"
 The Essex Institute Historical Collection.

 Introduction

 The little squabbles of these
 mechanic geniuses and duckies are
 as curious as between our itinerant

 Baptist and Methodist preachers.'

 Rev. Bentley, Nov. 4, 1797

 In a previous article, this author
 proposed a revision to then currently
 held theories concerning when
 machine-cut and -headed nails were

 first used in the New England area
 by analyzing nail factories, nail
 machines, and nail samples.2 But in
 focusing on the inanimate, an impor-
 tant part of the story hovered off-
 stage. The creativity, competition,
 camaraderie, deception, ambition,
 greed, and generosity that flowed
 among the "mechanic geniuses"char-
 acterize the cut-nail industry in the
 late eighteenth and early nineteenth
 centuries as much as statistics and

 dates. The Rev. Bentley may have
 seen their activities as "little squab-
 bles," but the emotions ran deep,
 and the stakes were high for anyone
 involved in the beginning of the
 Industrial Revolution in the United

 States. Here, then, is an attempt to
 flesh out the specters from the nine-
 teenth century.

 The First Volley

 Five hundred balls per minute shot,
 Our foes in fight must kick the beam;
 Let Perkins only boil his pot,
 And he'll destroy them all by steam.3

 This little refrain refers to exhibitions

 held in 1825 in England by Jacob
 Perkins (Fig. 1), of the United States
 of America. Perkins was demon-

 strating his "steam artillery," an in-
 vention that would "shatter targets
 to atoms" from a considerable dis-

 tance and with considerable speed.
 The exhibitions, held before gather-
 ings of British and French aristocrats
 and engineers that counted the Duke
 of Wellington and Prince Polignac,
 of France, among its observers, ex-
 cited much general interest, even
 though the esteemed onlookers could
 not think of a practical use for the
 invention.

 Perkins's starring role at this royal
 demonstration came at the apex of a
 long and multi-faceted career that
 began in more humble circumstances
 in his native Newburyport, Massa-
 chusetts, during the heady decades
 after the end of the Revolutionary
 War. It ended with his death in Lon-

 don in 1849 at the age of 83, when
 he was eulogized in both America
 and in England as "The American
 Inventor." A true mechanical Re-

 naissance man, Perkins developed
 major improvements in navigational
 equipment and gunnery, devised
 new applications of steam power,
 created a process for engraving non-
 counterfeitable bank notes that was

 used by the Bank of Philadelphia and
 the Bank of England, and was in the
 forefront of the rapidly developing
 machine-made nail industry. Al-
 though entirely self-educated, he
 published articles in respected scien-
 tific periodicals such as the Franklin
 Institute Journal and received
 awards from such revered institu-

 tions as the London Society of Arts.4
 But in the early 1790s, Jacob

 Perkins was a struggling young gold-
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 smith who had attained a modicum

 of success gold-plating beads and
 shoe buckles for fashionable ladies

 and designing dies for the Massachu-
 setts mint. Perkins invented his first

 nail-cutting machine sometime be-
 tween 1790 and 1792. It is not

 known why he became interested in
 nail manufacturing, except that he
 certainly would have been aware of
 the huge market for cheap nails that
 was waiting to be milked. In 1794
 Perkins rented a barn near the newly
 established Newburyport Woolen
 Manufactory, located on the Parker
 River at Byfield, a few miles south of
 Newburyport (Fig. 2). There he set
 up his prototype nail machine, using
 the waterwheels from the woolen

 mill for power. The prototype actu-
 ally had two operational compo-
 nents, one for cutting and one for
 heading nails. By December 1794,
 he had improved the design suffi-
 ciently to apply for his first patent,
 which was awarded on January 16,
 1795. His was only the fourth
 patent for a nail machine in the
 United States and the first awarded

 to a New Englander.s
 Perkins began selling his nails on

 a small scale in the Newburyport
 area in early 1795, helped along by
 family connections.6 Soon, two
 principal promoters in the woolen
 mill - Samuel Guppy and John
 Armstrong, both of Bristol, England
 - offered to provide Perkins with
 financial backing, and the enterprise
 of Jacob Perkins Inventor, Guppy
 and Armstrong Proprietors was cre-
 ated.7

 The fledgling enterprise placed its
 first advertisement in the November

 24, 1795, edition of a Newburyport
 newspaper, The Impartial Herald,
 under the heading "Newburyport
 Patent Nails." The item announced

 that the business had "begun making
 Brads and will have a considerable

 number for all, in 14 or 20 days
 from this date" and invited inter-

 ested parties to "see the operation of
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 Fig. 2. Map of Byfield, Massachusetts, 1794-95, showing the Newburyport Woolen Factory.
 From Ewell, The Story of Byfield.

 the engines at Byfield, six miles from
 Newburyport." The ad also prom-
 ised that "headed nails we shall also

 begin to make soon," and within the
 year the heading machines were up
 and running."

 In late 1796 the rapidly expand-
 ing business moved its operations to
 the town of Amesbury, a few miles
 west of Newburyport, and set up the
 nail-making machinery in a former
 grist mill that Perkins had bought
 from the Newburyport Woolen
 Manufactory the prior year.9 The
 new site was located on the Powow

 River, which would provide more
 water power than the smaller Parker
 River in Byfield, and in a major port
 town on the Merrimack River, which
 at the time was navigable past New-
 buryport to the shipping lanes of the
 Atlantic. The Amesbury factory was
 the first major cut-nail operation in
 New England and possibly in the
 United States.10 For the first time in

 America, nails could be produced
 quickly, cheaply, and in large quanti-
 ties.

 The factory was also situated next
 to a rolling mill that had been sup-

 plying iron rod and plate to the busi-
 ness in Byfield, but Armstrong and
 Perkins were not satisfied with the

 quality of iron produced at Ames-
 bury. Even before the move, Arm-
 strong had been negotiating with an
 iron works in the Schuylkill Valley of
 Pennsylvania to purchase a superior-
 grade iron for the Amesbury plant.
 Not one to miss an opportunity, he
 also solicited orders for Perkins

 Patent Cut Nails, as well as the
 Perkins cut-nail machines (Fig. 3).

 By 1798 Samuel Guppy had re-
 turned to England, and the business's
 name had been changed to "Arm-
 strong and Perkins." Immersed as
 he was in contriving adjustments and
 improvements to his invention,
 Perkins seemed to have been un-

 aware of this not-so-subtle change in
 Armstrong's status. Perkins was par-
 ticularly concerned with the design
 of the heading apparatus, which op-
 erated at a much slower rate than

 the cutting machine. He soon had a
 design for a second nail machine that
 calibrated the cutting and heading
 mechanisms, thus cutting and head-
 ing nails in one operation and at the
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 Fig. 3. Schedule of nail prices enclosed with John Armstrong's letter to Robert E. Hobart of
 Pottsdown, Pennsylvania, 1796. Courtesy of the Peabody Essex Museum.

 same rate. He applied for a second
 patent in April 1798.11
 Perkins's new "one-operation"

 nail machine was not an immediate
 success - nails would stick to the

 heading mechanism and jam the ap-
 paratus. In the summer of 1798
 Perkins instructed David Mooers, a
 machinist at the factory, to disassem-
 ble the machine and to set aside a

 critical component for Perkins to
 work on. But before he could return

 to his machine, Perkins had been
 maneuvered out of the business. He

 had given a mortgage to Armstrong
 on the Amesbury property and on
 his rights in both nail machine
 patents (the second was awarded in
 1799) in return for a loan, presum-
 ably to fund his continuing experi-
 ments. When Armstrong called in
 the loan, Perkins was unable to pay
 and was forced to assign his rights in
 the two patents and in the factory to
 his former partner. He left the fac-
 tory, but not before gaining some
 measure of revenge by instructing
 Mooers to throw away the part of
 the machine that had been set
 aside.12

 Armstrong's actions against
 Perkins proved to be premature.
 Armstrong now owned the rights in
 the 1799 patent, but the machine
 prototype sat disassembled under a
 workbench at the factory with a crit-
 ical component missing. The factory
 operated without the 1799 machine,
 becoming a major concern that em-
 ployed 165 workers. Armstrong,
 finding himself financially overex-
 tended with several investments, sold
 the nail factory in 1801 to Samuel
 Putnam.13 The sale included "a very
 valuable Machine for cutting and
 heading Nails at one operation, with
 the Patent Right for the exclusive
 use thereof, which was originally
 granted to JACOB PERKINS."

 Consolidating Territory

 Samuel Putnam quickly resold the
 Amesbury factory (Fig. 4) in 1802 to
 what was probably its chief competi-
 tor on the north shore. The group of
 investors that bought the factory also
 owned the Salem Iron Works, which
 produced nails using a machine in-
 vented by one of its founders,
 Nathan Read.

 Although Nathan Read and Jacob
 Perkins shared an interest in nail

 machines, and Read lived but a short
 sail down the coast from Perkins's

 hometown, the two men occupied
 very different worlds. In contrast to
 Perkins, Read (Fig. 5) enjoyed the
 privileges of a middle-class back-
 ground. He was born in 1759 in
 central Massachusetts of impeccable
 patriotic lineage - his father was
 an officer in the Revolution and his

 mother was first cousin to Maj. Gen.
 Nathaniel Green, second in com-
 mand to General Washington.
 Nathan enjoyed a year of prepara-
 tory education before attending Har-
 vard College, from which he gradu-
 ated as valedictorian in 1781. After

 teaching at Harvard for several
 years, Read studied medicine and set
 up an apothecary in Salem. He was
 soon married and involved in local

 politics.14
 By 1790 Read had prospered suf-

 ficiently to build himself a mansion
 in Salem and indulge his interest in
 the mechanical arts. Read's first
 known venture focused on the

 potential uses of steam power for
 transportation. His experiments
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 Fig. 4. Samuel Putnam's advertisement in
 The Newburyport Herald, July 22, 1801,
 selling the Amesbury Nail Factory.
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 with steam did not involve the spec-
 tacular display of "atoms shattering
 at 30 yards," as would Perkins's
 steam artillery, but Read attained
 some attention in 1789 when he nav-

 igated a steam-powered paddle boat
 across Salem Bay before a number of
 prominent observers, including Gov-
 ernor John Hancock.is

 In 1796 Read and several Salem
 associates established the Salem Iron

 Factory in Danversport on the edge
 of the Waters River, which ran
 through farmland that Read
 owned.16 The factory manufactured
 chains, cables, anchors, and other
 iron products for ships, catering to
 the booming ship-building industry
 across the bay in Salem, but the prin-
 cipals were soon considering expan-
 sion. In April of 1797 Read was
 working on a model of a "cutting
 machine for nails to head them at
 the same time." The machine was

 already being used at the Salem fac-
 tory in 1797 when Read applied for
 a patent, which was awarded Jan-
 uary 8, 1798.17

 To Read belongs the distinction of
 being the first to patent a one-opera-
 tion nail machine. Theoretically, his
 invention should have supplanted
 Jacob Perkins's two-operation ma-
 chine immediately, but in practice
 the heading apparatus on Read's ma-
 chine proved to have the same jam-
 ming problem as Perkins's 1799 ma-
 chine would.18 The factory, however,
 was able to operate the nail machine
 sans the heading mechanism, and al-
 though the Salem factory was three
 years behind Perkins and Armstrong,
 it found a ready local market. With
 the factory's success, Read's interest
 in nail machines and in the iron busi-

 ness was replaced by his involvement
 in politics. In 1800 he was elected to
 the U.S. House of Representatives,
 and in 1802 Congressman Read be-
 came Judge Read when he was ap-
 pointed Justice of the Court of Com-
 mon Pleas for the County of Essex.
 By that time Read was no longer ac-
 tively involved in the factory.'9

 Fig. 5. Nathan Read. From Bradlee, "The
 Salem Iron Factory," Essex Institute Histori-
 cal Collections.

 The Salem factory lost its creative
 impetus with the departure of Read,
 but the business he left behind was a

 well-run, well-financed corporate
 personality intent on expansion.
 Early in 1802 the Salem cadre ac-
 quired the Amesbury factory, adding
 a second major nail-manufacturing
 plant on the north Atlantic coast, ac-
 cess to the superior Perkins ma-
 chines, and rights to the 1799
 Perkins patent. By 1805, under the
 Salem group's management, the
 Amesbury Nail Factory was report-
 edly the largest operation of its kind
 in Massachusetts.20

 However, competition in the nail
 industry was intensifying. In a move
 calculated to widen the lead over the

 competition, the management at the
 Amesbury factory resurrected
 Perkins's 1799 machine prototype
 from under a factory workbench and
 engaged a Bridgewater nail maker,
 Briggs R. Reed, to reassemble the
 machine and put it into operation.
 Briggs Reed soon had the reassem-
 bled machine working, but the fac-
 tory and all its contents were de-
 stroyed by a fire on December 24,
 1805.21 By the time it was rebuilt,
 the Amesbury Nail Factory had ac-
 quired formidable competition from
 a concern to the south.

 Bridgewater's Last Stand

 Every nail driven in any building
 in the world around speaks elo-
 quently of Colonel Jesse Reed's
 wonderful ingenuity.22

 In 1802, as the Amesbury Nail
 Factory and the Salem Iron Works
 began operating under the co-
 ownership of the Salem investors,
 a young Bridgewater joiner by the
 name of Jesse Reed was teaming up
 with Thomas Odiorne, a prosperous
 Boston merchant, to become the first
 to patent and put into production a
 workable one-operation nail ma-
 chine. Much of the activity was
 concentrated south of Boston around

 the town of Bridgewater, which for
 decades had been the major center of
 wrought-nail manufacturing in
 Massachusetts and which was well
 known for the skill of its smithies.

 A Bridgewater nailmaker, Ezekiel
 Reed, had invented one of the earli-
 est hand-operated nail-cutting ma-
 chines in the 1780s; in 1795, the
 year that Jacob Perkins's machines
 were set up in Byfield, John Arm-
 strong called on Bridgewater inven-
 tor Samuel Rogers to observe
 Rogers's own cut-nail machines in
 action; the Salem Iron Factory had
 employed a smith from Bridgewater
 to help set up its iron works in 1796;
 and in 1805 the Amesbury Nail Fac-
 tory would import Bridgewater nail-
 maker Briggs Reed to reassemble
 Perkins's machine.23 It was inevit-

 able that the challenge presented by
 a one-operation nail machine would
 engage the mechanical talent gath-
 ered in Bridgewater.

 Fortunately, first-hand accounts
 of this tumultuous period in the cut-
 nail industry in early nineteenth-
 century Bridgewater have been dis-
 covered in surviving court records of
 two patent infringement lawsuits
 filed in 1814 and in 1819. Both law-
 suits centered around the issue of the

 primacy of the Perkins 1799 one-
 operation machine versus one that
 was a product of Bridgewater in-
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 Fig. 6. Map of East Bridgewater made by Samuel Rogers in 1798. House identifications and
 dates were added by Percival Churchill in 1939. Melville Otis worked at Orr's Mill (Orr's Works,
 middle-left). Down the river is Keith's Mill (Slitting Mill), where Jesse and Briggs R. Reed
 worked. Courtesy of the East Bridgewater Public Library.

 genuity. Depositions taken in con-
 nection with the lawsuits contain

 remarkably detailed descriptions of
 the design of critical components
 used in contemporary nail machines
 and recount the friendships and
 competition among Bridgewater-area
 machinist-inventors.

 One such Bridgewater genius was
 Samuel Rogers (the inventor Arm-
 strong had visited in 1795), who had
 been designing nail-cutting machines
 and heading devices since 1792.
 Rogers (1766-1838) was a watch-
 maker from nearby Marshfield, who

 first became intrigued with the con-
 cept of nail machines while watching
 his uncle, Adam Rogers, use a hand-
 operated nail-cutting machine in the
 late 1780s. Melville Otis (1778-
 1852) was a close friend and associ-
 ate of Rogers and one of the most re-
 spected of the local nail machinists.
 Otis worked at Orr's Mill (Fig. 6), a
 major nail works in Bridgewater
 owned by the family of Otis's
 mother, and was forever tinkering
 with the components of the nail
 machines then in operation.24

 Rogers and Otis were also
 friendly with Jesse Reed, another
 local boy intent on inventing a one-
 operation machine.25 Reed and Otis
 lived for a time at the same boarding
 house while Reed worked down the

 river at Keith's Mill, the other major
 iron works in Bridgewater. Although
 not trained as a professional nail
 maker, Jesse Reed (Fig. 7) came by
 his nail-making credentials honestly.
 Born in Bridgewater in 1778, Reed
 was the seventh child of Ezekiel

 Reed, the inventor of the hand-
 operated nail-shearing machine.
 Reed, who had no formal education,
 worked as a joiner before he teamed
 up with Thomas Odiorne. It is not
 clear just how Reed and Odiorne
 met, but it is probable that Odiorne
 had sought out the son of Ezekiel
 Reed after hearing of Jesse's inven-
 tiveness from Odiorne's brother

 Ebenezer, himself a mechanic.26
 Reed's initial attempts to develop

 a one-operation machine were not
 successful, and by 1803 he and Odi-
 orne had parted company. Reed left
 Bridgewater to work as a joiner in
 the surrounding towns but was back
 within the year. He was soon drop-
 ping in on Rogers and Otis, compar-
 ing notes on the design problems
 that plagued the model one-opera-
 tion nail machines.27 Otis, "of a
 confiding nature, who opened his

 Fig. 7. Jesse Reed in 1852. From Barry, A
 Historical Sketch of the Town of Hanover,
 Massachusetts.
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 heart too fully to less scrupulous
 people," was quite open with Reed.
 Rogers was more reticent but found
 Reed resourceful in obtaining infor-
 mation about Rogers's machines.2"

 It was around this time (1805)
 that the Amesbury Nail Factory
 employed Briggs Rogers Reed to re-
 assemble Jacob Perkins's 1799 one-
 operation machine. Briggs (1784-
 1835) was also from Bridgewater,
 had worked at Keith's Mill, and was
 in fact Jesse Reed's younger brother.2"
 It may be entirely coincidental, but
 the following year found brother
 Jesse back in collaboration with
 Odiorne in neighboring Kingston,
 putting the finishing touches on the
 invention that was to revolutionize

 the nail industry, an invention that to
 many contemporary observers was
 not at all like the models Jesse Reed
 had been working on in 1802 and
 1804, and which was remarkably
 similar to the Perkins 1799 invention

 that Reed's brother had just reassem-
 bled. And according to Rogers and
 Otis, the major difference between
 the Reed and Perkins machines, a
 "forcing slide" or "clearer" that
 pushed the nail from the cutting die
 down into the heading apparatus
 (thereby eliminating the sticking and
 jamming problems), was designed on
 the same principle as the clearer that
 they had been discussing with Reed
 back in 1804.30 But whether Reed
 stole the other machinists' ideas or

 was only inspired by them, he pos-
 sessed a genius for assembling the
 various singular advances into one
 efficient model. For the first time, a
 one-operation machine was made
 commercially feasible, and Thomas
 Odiorne and his brothers took full

 advantage of it.
 Thomas Odiorne (1769-1851), of

 Exeter, New Hampshire, and Boston
 and a graduate of Dartmouth Col-
 lege, was the unlikely combination
 of merchant, poet, and inventor.
 After Jesse Reed's successful experi-
 ments in Kingston, Odiorne bought
 a mill seat a few miles north of
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 Fig. 8. C. 1810 map of Boston (lower left)
 showing the Odiornes' Nail Factory (circle,
 middle-left). Courtesy of the Society for the
 Preservation of New England Antiquities.

 Boston in Malden (Fig. 8) and in
 1807 paid Jesse Reed $42,000 for
 the patent rights to Reed's one-oper-
 ation machine."3 With his brothers,
 Ebenezer the mechanic, and George,
 a Boston banker and lawyer, Thomas
 Odiorne established a nail factory at
 the mill seat in Malden. Within a

 year the Malden factory was prof-
 itable enough for the Odiornes to
 use their "maize of cousinships and
 marriages" in the Schuylkill Valley to
 acquire forges on the Chester and
 French creeks, the same area in
 which Armstrong had sold Perkins's
 machine ten years before. There in
 1808 they established the Old Sable
 Forge Works and set thirty of Jesse
 Reed's machines into operation.
 The Reed and Perkins machines

 were now competing head-to-head in
 large-scale operations in at least two
 industrial regions of the United
 States.32

 With the beginning of operations
 in Malden in 1807, there were now
 at least three major nail factories
 north of Boston, and the competition
 escalated to cut-throat levels. By

 1810 the Salem Iron Factory had ex-
 panded again and now operated a
 third nail factory in Beverly, across
 the river from its Danvers operation.
 Jacob Perkins reappeared, building
 and selling an 1810 version of his
 1799 one-operation machine in
 Dedham, Massachusetts. Ironically,
 while Jesse Reed was accused of
 basing his 1807 invention on
 Perkins's 1799 design, Jacob Perkins
 had reportedly "borrowed" Reed's
 1807 clearer design for his 1810
 machine.33

 In 1810 and again in 1814, the
 Odiornes bought from Reed patent
 rights in improvements to Reed's
 1807 machine.34 With the rights
 to the 1807 invention and to the

 1810-14 improvements in hand, the
 Odiornes began to fight the competi-
 tion in the courts. In 1814 Thomas

 Odiorne, with George acting as
 plaintiff's attorney, filed a patent in-
 fringement lawsuit against Enoch
 Winkley, owner of a Portsmouth,
 New Hampshire, nail factory that
 was producing cut nails using
 Perkins's 1810 machines (Fig. 9).
 In the manner of most lawsuits,
 Odiorne accused Winkley of a
 plethora of violations against the
 Reed patents, but the main issue re-
 volved around the use of the clearer
 in the Perkins machine that the Odi-
 ornes claimed was Reed's invention.

 Although Jacob Perkins was not di-
 rectly involved in the court proceed-
 ings, his presence was keenly felt.
 The Odiornes produced as a witness
 Michael Morrison, a mechanic who
 had worked with Perkins at Ames-

 bury on the 1799 invention, had vis-
 ited Jacob Perkins at his Dedham
 factory, and at the time of the law-
 suit owned and operated three of
 Jesse Reed's machines. Morrison
 deposed that Perkins had "frequently
 acknowledged that he considered
 Jesse Reed to be the inventor of the
 device" but that Perkins had used

 the clearer because "he thought that
 Reed had adopted his principle of
 cutting and heading nails at one
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 Fig. 9. Enoch Winkley's advertisement in
 the Portsmouth Oracle dated May 25, 1811,
 for "Perkins' newest Patent cut Nails."

 operation in his machine." In
 dramatic fashion, Mr. Morrison ex-
 claimed:

 [K]nowing the abilities of Mr.
 Perkins as an inventor, I was induced
 to observe to him that "had it been

 my case I would have fasted forty
 days and forty nights before I would
 have taken Reed's forcing slide and
 have applied it to my machine."3s

 Winkley's primary defense was
 the counter-charge that Jesse Reed
 had stolen the design principles for a
 one-operation machine from Perkins.
 He countered Morrison's testimony
 with the deposition of David John-
 ston, a millwright at Amesbury in
 1804, who remembered seeing
 Perkins's 1799 machine with "the

 parts of the machine ... lying about
 ... and not put together" and later in
 1805 seeing the same machine re-
 assembled by Briggs Reed. When he
 saw Reed's 1807 invention in opera-
 tion, Johnston was convinced that
 Reed's machine was "constructed

 on the principles of said Perkins's
 machine. "36

 The sentiment of the patent court
 appears to have been with the
 Perkins machines, for it not only
 rejected the Odiornes' claim of in-
 fringement but also invalidated
 Reed's 1807 patent, finding that it

 had been modeled on Perkins's 1799

 patent. Undeterred, the Odiornes
 continued to manufacture nails, and
 in 1819 they finally sued their major
 Boston-area competitor, the Ames-
 bury Nail Factory, this time for in-
 fringement of Reed's 1814 patent.
 Why they waited so many years to
 directly challenge Amesbury is puz-
 zling, unless it is an indication of just
 how heated the competition was be-
 coming (the Odiornes were also
 suing competitors of their Sable
 Forge Works in Pennsylvania at this
 time).

 Surviving court papers are volu-
 minous but appear to contain only
 the testimony and depositions of wit-
 nesses for the Amesbury Nail Fac-
 tory. These witnesses, however, in-
 cluded millrights who had lived and
 worked with Melville Otis; David
 Mooers, who had thrown away the
 mysterious missing piece to Perkins's
 1799 machine; and Samuel Rogers
 and Melville Otis themselves, who (if
 their memories served correctly) had
 not only invented one-operation ma-
 chines before Perkins and Reed but

 had together unwittingly supplied
 Jesse Reed with the design for the
 forcing slide that was so crucial to
 the success of Reed's machine.

 The court found that Reed's 1814

 patent was invalid because it was
 only a restatement of the 1810
 patent, but it also rejected the Ames-
 bury Nail Factory's claim that Reed's
 1810 patent was patterned after
 Perkins's 1799 design. Thus, the
 status quo was maintained.

 It appears that the Odiornes ini-
 tially planned to either appeal the
 decision or to re-file the lawsuit

 under the 1810 patent. Depositions
 were taken in connection with the

 case in June and July 1819, a month
 after the verdict had been entered.

 However, the Odiornes apparently
 lost interest in pursuing the matter.
 David Mooers's deposition, the last
 one recorded, was not attended by
 any Odiorne representative.

 Epilogue

 The end of the lawsuit signaled the
 last volley of the early cut-nail indus-
 try. By the time of the trial in 1819,
 the center of the industry had al-
 ready begun to move inexorably to-
 ward the rich iron-ore deposits in
 western Pennsylvania and eastern
 Ohio. In the end, the Odiornes' op-
 erations outlasted the North Shore

 collective. The Salem Iron Factory
 ceased manufacturing nails in 1819;
 the Amesbury Nail Factory struggled
 on until 1825, when it sold out to
 the Salisbury Woolen Mill. The
 Sable Forge Works in Eastern Penn-
 sylvania closed its doors in 1832,
 while the Odiornes' Malden Nail

 Factory continued operating until
 1838.37

 The principal players in this
 drama for the most part followed
 widely divergent paths. Nathan
 Read had already distanced himself
 from the the cut-nail industry well
 before the major battles had begun.
 In 1807 he moved to Belfast, Maine,
 where he became chief justice of
 Hancock County. There he pur-
 chased a large farm and spent most
 of his time in agricultural pursuits,
 "the most natural, healthy, and hon-
 orable occupation of man." The
 "mechanical interests" that had so

 occupied Judge Read's early years
 were translated into pioneering pub-
 lic education and in working to
 bring the railroad to Belfast. Read
 died in Belfast in 1849 "in the full

 possession of his intellectual powers
 and universally respected by every-
 one."38

 As for the Odiornes, Ebenezer
 (the machinist who had introduced
 Thomas to Jesse Reed) died in 1817
 of a skull fracture suffered in a fall at

 the Malden factory. Attorney-banker
 George rose from a bank cashier to
 president of the American Bank and
 climbed the Massachusetts political
 ladder from Boston alderman to

 state senator. He died in 1846,
 having in his later years earned a
 reputation as an ardent abolitionist.
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 Thomas Odiorne, the energy behind
 Jesse Reed and the Odiornes' nail-
 making empire, remained closely
 involved with the nail business.

 Having worked with Reed on the
 infamous 1807 invention and later

 versions of the machine, Odiorne
 patented his own inventions for im-
 provements to the nail machinery.
 He continued to write poetic odes to
 the perfectibility of mankind until
 his death in 1851.39

 Jesse Reed's 1807 invention and
 later improvements became the most
 well-known and widely used nail-
 cutting machines of the first quarter
 of the nineteenth century. Reed
 never moved far from his home base

 nor from the occupation at which he
 had been so successful. He used the

 princely sum of $42,000 that he had
 received from Thomas Odiorne for
 his 1807 invention to finance a series

 of his own nail-manufacturing oper-
 ations, first in Kingston from 1807
 to 1812, then in Hanover from 1812
 to 1819. Reed's business acumen

 never quite matched his knowledge
 of machinery, and he was forced on
 more than one occasion to sell his

 home to pay his business debts. His
 association with Thomas Odiorne

 continued for years, with Reed sell-
 ing Odiorne the patent rights for
 each successive improvement to the
 nail machine he churned out, and
 Odiorne bailing Reed out when
 things looked bleakest. Jesse Reed
 died sometime after the birth of his
 thirteenth child in 1857.40

 Between 1799, when he was
 ousted from the Amesbury Nail Fac-
 tory, and 1810, when he established
 his factory in Dedham, Jacob Perkins
 directed much of his efforts to other

 enterprises. His re-emergence into
 the nail business in 1810 was proba-
 bly goaded by the success of Reed's
 one-operation machine, which
 Perkins considered to be of his own

 design,41 but by that time he had
 turned his attention to marketing his
 cut-nail machines in England, having
 found another backer in the person

 of Joseph Chessborough Dyer, a
 wealthy American industrialist and
 entrepreneur. In 1810 Dyer patented
 Perkins's 1810 machine in England
 (Fig. 9), and within a few years had
 established a major nail factory in
 Birmingham, England, using
 Perkins's machines.42

 Perkins's reputation as a mechani-
 cal genius had by this time triggered
 potentially lucrative offers.43 In
 1816 he was lured away from New-
 buryport to Philadelphia, where he
 worked for an engraving firm and
 then journeyed to London to sell his
 process for engraving bank notes to
 the Bank of England. By this time,
 Perkins had sold out of the Birming-
 ham nail factory, but the engraving
 venture was eventually successful,
 and Perkins remained in London to

 establish an engraving concern that
 operated until World War II. Perkins
 never returned to the United States.
 He lived in London until his death in

 1849, applying his inventiveness to
 concerns of steam power and navi-
 gation, and earning the title "the
 American Inventor."

 MAUREEN K. PHILLIPS is an archi-

 tectural conservator for the Building
 Conservation Branch/Northeast Cultural
 Resources Center of the National Park
 Service in Lowell, Massachusetts.
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 Restoration Mortars

 Formulas for:

 Cast Stone
 Colored Concrete
 Natural Stone
 Stucco/Plaster
 Terra Cotta

 "Compatible repair mortars - breathable at any depth"

 For more information call:

 Cathedral Stone Products PH:301-317-4658 FAX: 301.317.4670
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